
CSC320H: Intro to Visual Computing

Lecture 2Lecture 2



Good to knowGood to know

A1 is now due Monday Jan 27 (midnight)

• Check grace-day lateness policy (ask me about it if unclear)

• Check academic honesty section of the course info sheet (this is very 

important stuff, better know now than to be sorry later!).

Please come to my office hours.

• You’re welcome to come only to say hi, but it’s great if you • You’re welcome to come only to say hi, but it’s great if you 

ask questions… there’s never a bad one!

Slides are password now password protected. Same as the 

assignments. (usr: visual, pwd: computation)



Today’s TopicsToday’s Topics

2. Color

3. Image matting

1. High Dynamic Photography 



Topic 2:Topic 2:

ColorColor

•• The spectral power distribution functionThe spectral power distribution function•• The spectral power distribution functionThe spectral power distribution function

•• Color image sensorsColor image sensors



Image AcquisitionImage Acquisition

•• Light goes through a lens and onto the sensorLight goes through a lens and onto the sensor



Image Acquisition: B&W CamerasImage Acquisition: B&W Cameras

•• Image sensors: 2Image sensors: 2--dimensional array of photodimensional array of photo--sensitive sensitive 

cells, each corresponding to one pixelcells, each corresponding to one pixel

CCD cell

•• Light falling onto cell footprint causes generation ofLight falling onto cell footprint causes generation of

voltage that depends on intensity of incident lightvoltage that depends on intensity of incident light

•• Voltage reading converted to digital signal within a sensorVoltage reading converted to digital signal within a sensor--

specific range (usually an 8specific range (usually an 8--, 10, 10-- or 14or 14--bit number)bit number)

CCD cell



Image Acquisition: B&W CamerasImage Acquisition: B&W Cameras

•• Image sensors: 2Image sensors: 2--dimensional array of photodimensional array of photo--sensitive sensitive 

cells, each corresponding to one pixelcells, each corresponding to one pixel

CCD or

•• Light falling onto cell footprint causes generation ofLight falling onto cell footprint causes generation of

voltage that depends on intensity of incident lightvoltage that depends on intensity of incident light

•• Voltage reading converted to digital signal within a sensorVoltage reading converted to digital signal within a sensor--

specific range (usually an 8specific range (usually an 8--, 10, 10-- or 14or 14--bit number)bit number)

CCD or
APS (CMOS) cell



Image Acquisition: B&W CamerasImage Acquisition: B&W Cameras

•• Image sensors: 2Image sensors: 2--dimensional array of photodimensional array of photo--sensitive sensitive 

cells, each corresponding to one pixelcells, each corresponding to one pixel

•• Light falling onto cell footprint causes generation ofLight falling onto cell footprint causes generation of

voltage that depends on intensity of incident lightvoltage that depends on intensity of incident light

•• Voltage reading converted to digital signal within a sensorVoltage reading converted to digital signal within a sensor--

specific range (usually an 8specific range (usually an 8--, 10, 10-- or 14or 14--bit number)bit number)



Color Color 

•• The visible spectrum of light corresponds to wavelengths The visible spectrum of light corresponds to wavelengths 
roughly from 400 to 700nmroughly from 400 to 700nm

(adapted from CS320 notes, Jepson, 2005)(adapted from CS320 notes, Jepson, 2005)



Color Color 

•• We describe light in terms of the power present at each We describe light in terms of the power present at each 

wavelength in the visible spectrum, I(wavelength in the visible spectrum, I(λλ))

•• I(I(λλ) is called the spectral power distribution (SPD). It is ) is called the spectral power distribution (SPD). It is 

measured in units of Watts per unit wavelength per unit measured in units of Watts per unit wavelength per unit 

crosscross--sectional area (msectional area (m22))

(adapted from CS320 notes, Jepson, 2005)(adapted from CS320 notes, Jepson, 2005)



Spectral Power DistributionSpectral Power Distribution

••Are “fullAre “full--spectrum” light sources close to “natural” day light?spectrum” light sources close to “natural” day light?

(from http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/nlpip/lightinganswers/fullspectrum/lightSources.asp)(from http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/nlpip/lightinganswers/fullspectrum/lightSources.asp)



Sensor irradianceSensor irradiance

•• Visual cells (cones) respond as a function of the energy Visual cells (cones) respond as a function of the energy 

absorbed. This energy, per unit time (i.e., sensor irradiance) is absorbed. This energy, per unit time (i.e., sensor irradiance) is 

given by:given by:

From: astrosurf.com/buil/d70v10d/eval.htm



Color Image AcquisitionColor Image Acquisition

•• The same is true for electronic image sensors: sensor irradiance The same is true for electronic image sensors: sensor irradiance 

is given byis given by

(from http://scien.stanford.edu/pages/labsite/2007/psych221/projects/07/camera_characterization/spectral_sensitivity.html)(from http://scien.stanford.edu/pages/labsite/2007/psych221/projects/07/camera_characterization/spectral_sensitivity.html)



Image Acquisition: Color Cameras?Image Acquisition: Color Cameras?

•• Imaging sensor: 2Imaging sensor: 2--dimensional array of photodimensional array of photo--sensitive sensitive 

cells, each corresponding to one pixelcells, each corresponding to one pixel

CCD cellCCD cell



Image Acquisition: Color CamerasImage Acquisition: Color Cameras

•• Solution #1: 3Solution #1: 3--chip color cameraschip color cameras

Prism

•• NxMNxM color images generated by 3 color images generated by 3 NxMNxM sensor arrayssensor arrays

•• Each array covered by single color filter (R, G, or B)Each array covered by single color filter (R, G, or B)

•• R,G,B color of a pixel corresponds to color of lightR,G,B color of a pixel corresponds to color of light

falling precisely at a single position of the sensor array(s)falling precisely at a single position of the sensor array(s)

•• Prism & sensor arrays must be aligned very carefullyPrism & sensor arrays must be aligned very carefully



Image Acquisition: Color CamerasImage Acquisition: Color Cameras

•• Solution #2: SingleSolution #2: Single--chip color cameraschip color cameras

9 voltage 

readings used

to assign RGB

values to all 9 

pixels 

Red filter 

Green filter 

Blue filter 

•• 33--filter “mask” placed on top of sensor array, each permitting filter “mask” placed on top of sensor array, each permitting 

only red, green, or blue light to go throughonly red, green, or blue light to go through

•• Interpolation algorithmsInterpolation algorithms assign 3assign 3--band colors to band colors to everyevery pixelpixel

•• The process is called The process is called dede--mosaicingmosaicing

•• Result: Result: NxMNxM color image from an color image from an NxMNxM sensor arraysensor array



Image Acquisition: Color CamerasImage Acquisition: Color Cameras

•• Solution #2: SingleSolution #2: Single--chip color cameraschip color cameras

Bayern patternBayern pattern

•• In practice the R,G,B filters are laid out in a more complexIn practice the R,G,B filters are laid out in a more complex

pattern than just columnpattern than just column--wisewise

•• Usually there are more G filters than R or B filtersUsually there are more G filters than R or B filters

from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demosaicing



Image Acquisition: Color CamerasImage Acquisition: Color Cameras

•• Solution #2: SingleSolution #2: Single--chip color cameraschip color cameras

Raw sensor imageRaw sensor image DemosaicingDemosaicing via Linear interpolationvia Linear interpolation



Image Acquisition: Color CamerasImage Acquisition: Color Cameras

•• Solution #2: SingleSolution #2: Single--chip color cameraschip color cameras

Raw sensor imageRaw sensor image DemosaicingDemosaicing

Almost every modern camera can output ‘raw’ images.Almost every modern camera can output ‘raw’ images.

‘‘dcrawdcraw’ is an open source program that reads most ‘raw’ formats’ is an open source program that reads most ‘raw’ formats



RAW vs. Developed color imagesRAW vs. Developed color images

A color image after “developing” A color image after “developing” demosaicingdemosaicing + intensity mapping+ intensity mapping



RAW vs. Developed color imagesRAW vs. Developed color images

•• The color image before “developing” (linear RAW image)The color image before “developing” (linear RAW image)



RAW vs. Developed color imagesRAW vs. Developed color images

•• The color image before “developing” (contrastThe color image before “developing” (contrast--enhanced)enhanced)



RAW vs. Developed color imagesRAW vs. Developed color images

•• The color image before “developing” (contrastThe color image before “developing” (contrast--enhanced)enhanced)



Computational ConsiderationsComputational Considerations

Suppose we allocate 1 byte per color component per pixelSuppose we allocate 1 byte per color component per pixel

Consider the following two image storage schemes:Consider the following two image storage schemes:

R G B R G B R G B R G B

pix 1 pix 2 pix 3 pix 4

Scheme 1

Q: Is one scheme computationally faster?Q: Is one scheme computationally faster?

R G B R G B R G B

pix 1 pix 2 pix 3

Scheme 2

AnsAns: Scheme 2 is : Scheme 2 is often faster because often faster because pixels are aligned at pixels are aligned at 

44--byte (i.e., integer) boundariesbyte (i.e., integer) boundaries

int 1 int 2 int 3



Topic 3:Topic 3:

Image MattingImage Matting

•• The pixel alpha componentThe pixel alpha component

•• The Matting EquationThe Matting Equation

•• Four solutions to the Matting EquationFour solutions to the Matting Equation

•• The Triangulation Matting algorithmThe Triangulation Matting algorithm



The Alpha Pixel ComponentThe Alpha Pixel Component

Frequently in computer graphics, pixels are assumed to have 4 Frequently in computer graphics, pixels are assumed to have 4 

rather than 3 componentsrather than 3 components

•• The 4th component is called the The 4th component is called the alphaalpha componentcomponent

•• usually assumed to have fractional values between 0 &1usually assumed to have fractional values between 0 &1

R G B α R G B α R G B α
pix 1 pix 2 pix 3

•• usually assumed to have fractional values between 0 &1usually assumed to have fractional values between 0 &1

•• when represented as 1 byte, carries the values when represented as 1 byte, carries the values 

αα=0/255,1/255, …, 254/255, 255/255=0/255,1/255, …, 254/255, 255/255

•• defines pixel ‘transparency’defines pixel ‘transparency’



Image MattingImage Matting

Image Matting is typically used to merge graphics with real images Image Matting is typically used to merge graphics with real images 

(or with more computer graphics)(or with more computer graphics)

Technology has many applications:Technology has many applications:

•• Sports advertisingSports advertising

•• Medical applications (“xMedical applications (“x--ray vision”)ray vision”)

•• Special visual effectsSpecial visual effects



ConstantConstant--Color MattingColor Matting

Goal:Goal:

Separating a desired foreground image from a background of Separating a desired foreground image from a background of 

constant (or almost constant) colorconstant (or almost constant) color

input image computed matte

BlueBlue--Screen Matting:Screen Matting:

Matting images whose background color is blueMatting images whose background color is blue

background color



Computing SemiComputing Semi--Transparent MattesTransparent Mattes

In general, we might want to obtain a semiIn general, we might want to obtain a semi--transparent transparent 

matte from an original image (matte from an original image (egeg. image on the left). image on the left)

compositing glass with

portrait using

a semi-transparent mattea semi-transparent matte

⇒ Matte can be thought of as a gray-scale image with values

between 0 & 1 (ie. the alpha component of an RGBα image)



Matting Problem: Mathematical DefinitionMatting Problem: Mathematical Definition

Intuitively, the Matting Problem amounts to extracting a Intuitively, the Matting Problem amounts to extracting a 

foreground image & its matte from a given composite imageforeground image & its matte from a given composite image

For every pixel in the composite image,For every pixel in the composite image,

givengiven

–– background color background color 
αo ≅ 1

–– composite pixel color  composite pixel color  

computecompute

–– object pixel color object pixel color 

and alpha such thatand alpha such that

αo= 0



Why is Matting Hard?Why is Matting Hard?

C: composite pixel color

Co: object pixel color

Ck: background pixel color



Why is Matting Hard?Why is Matting Hard?



Matting SolutionsMatting Solutions



Solution #1: Known Background ColorSolution #1: Known Background Color

•• “Trivial” approach that never solves the matting equation:“Trivial” approach that never solves the matting equation:

set set ααoo=0 if pixel color is equal to the backing color =0 if pixel color is equal to the backing color 

set set ααoo=1 otherwise=1 otherwise

•• Blue or green backing colors typically usedBlue or green backing colors typically used

Limitations: Limitations: 

•• Background color must be known very accurately & must beBackground color must be known very accurately & must be

constant (and, even then, pixels will still contain noise!)constant (and, even then, pixels will still contain noise!)

•• Foreground subject (e.g., weatherForeground subject (e.g., weather--person) cannot wear person) cannot wear 

anything with color similar to the backing color!!!anything with color similar to the backing color!!!

•• No “mixed” pixels allowed (i.e., with No “mixed” pixels allowed (i.e., with ααoo between 0 & 1) between 0 & 1) 



Solution #2: No BlueSolution #2: No Blue

Matting Equation:Matting Equation:

C = CC = Co o + (1 + (1 -- ααoo) C) Ckk

•• If we know that the foreground contains no blue, we If we know that the foreground contains no blue, we 

have Bhave Bo o = 0= 0

•• This leaves us with 3 equations and 3 unknowns, which hasThis leaves us with 3 equations and 3 unknowns, which has

exactly one solutionexactly one solutionexactly one solutionexactly one solution

Main difficulty:Main difficulty:

–– The “no blue” assumption is very restrictive!!!!The “no blue” assumption is very restrictive!!!!

–– Excludes all gray colors except black, about 2/3 of all hues, Excludes all gray colors except black, about 2/3 of all hues, 

and all pastels & tints of the remaining hues (because and all pastels & tints of the remaining hues (because 

white contains blue)white contains blue)

R = αoRo + (1 - αo) Rk

G = αoGo + (1 - αo) Gk

B = Bk - αoBk ← 1. Solve for αo

← 2. Solve for Go

← 3. Solve for Ro



Solution #3: Gray or FleshSolution #3: Gray or Flesh

Matting Equation:Matting Equation:

C = CC = Co o + (1 + (1 -- ααoo) C) Ckk

•• If we know that the foreground contains gray, that meansIf we know that the foreground contains gray, that means

that that RRo o = B= Bo o = G= Goo

•• This leaves us with 3 equations and 2 unknownsThis leaves us with 3 equations and 2 unknowns

•• Flesh typically has color of the form [d  0.5d  0.5d], where dFlesh typically has color of the form [d  0.5d  0.5d], where d

determines the darkening due to skin color differencesdetermines the darkening due to skin color differences

among racesamong races

•• Again, this reduces the number of unknowns to 2Again, this reduces the number of unknowns to 2



Solution #4: Triangulation MattingSolution #4: Triangulation Matting

Matting Equation:Matting Equation:

C = CC = Co o + (1 + (1 -- ααoo) C) Ckk

•• Instead of reducing the number ofInstead of reducing the number of

unknowns, we could attempt to unknowns, we could attempt to 

increase the number of equationsincrease the number of equations

•• One way to do this is to photograph One way to do this is to photograph •• One way to do this is to photograph One way to do this is to photograph 

an object of interest in front of two an object of interest in front of two 

known but distinct backgroundsknown but distinct backgrounds

•• Equations: 6 (3 for each composite)Equations: 6 (3 for each composite)

•• Unknowns: 4Unknowns: 4

•• Since each pixel is processed independently, the Since each pixel is processed independently, the 

backgrounds don’t need to be a constant backing color backgrounds don’t need to be a constant backing color 



Triangulation MattingTriangulation Matting



Triangulation MattingTriangulation Matting

Solution found by computing 

the pseduo-inverse of the 

coefficient matrix.



Triangulation Matting ExamplesTriangulation Matting Examples

From Smith & Blinn’s From Smith & Blinn’s 

SIGGRAPH’96 paper



Triangulation Matting ExamplesTriangulation Matting Examples

From Smith & Blinn’s From Smith & Blinn’s 

SIGGRAPH’96 paper



Triangulation Matting ExamplesTriangulation Matting Examples

From Smith & Blinn’s SIGGRAPH’96 paper



Video MattingVideo Matting



Topic 01:Topic 01:

Image formation & Image formation & 

HDR PhotographyHDR Photography

Computing the camera response functionComputing the camera response function



High Dynamic Range PhotographyHigh Dynamic Range Photography

Goal: to increase the ability of an imaging procedure to Goal: to increase the ability of an imaging procedure to 

adequately image both high lights and dark shadows in a adequately image both high lights and dark shadows in a 

scene.scene.

Dynamic range: The ratio of the largest nonDynamic range: The ratio of the largest non--saturating input saturating input 

signal to the smallest detectable input signal.signal to the smallest detectable input signal.



Computing The Camera Response FunctionComputing The Camera Response Function

∆t EX =
∆t) (E f  Z =

1∆t 2∆t



Idea #1: The logIdea #1: The log--Inverse Response Function g()Inverse Response Function g()

∆t EX =
∆t) (E f  Z =

1∆t 2∆t



Idea #2: Compute Discrete Values of g(), Not f()Idea #2: Compute Discrete Values of g(), Not f()

∆t EX =
∆t) (E f  Z =

1∆t 2∆t

256 values of g only:

g(0), g(1), …, g(255)



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

∆t EX =
∆t) (E f  Z =

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

∆t EX =
∆t) (E f  Z =

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

∆t EX =
∆t) (E f  Z =

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

1∆t 2∆t

∆t log  logE  g(Z) +=



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

1∆t 2∆t



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function



Computing The Camera Response FunctionComputing The Camera Response Function



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function



Smoothness Constraints (aka Regularization)Smoothness Constraints (aka Regularization)



Smoothness Constraints (aka Regularization)Smoothness Constraints (aka Regularization)



Smoothness Constraints (aka Regularization)Smoothness Constraints (aka Regularization)



Computing The logComputing The log--Inverse Response FunctionInverse Response Function

Result for red pixelsResult for red pixels
(from Debevec & Malik, 1997)(from Debevec & Malik, 1997)



An Application of HDR Photography…An Application of HDR Photography…

Light probe:Light probe:
HDR photo of HDR photo of 

a reflective a reflective 
spheresphere

Useful for Useful for 
illuminating CGilluminating CG

For more information see http://www.debevec.org/Probes/For more information see http://www.debevec.org/Probes/

illuminating CGilluminating CG
with natural with natural 

lightlight



Rendering With Natural LightRendering With Natural Light

Short Film from the SIGGRAPH Animation TheaterShort Film from the SIGGRAPH Animation Theater

http://www.debevec.org/RNL/http://www.debevec.org/RNL/

•• Uses a light probe to illuminate a synthetically Uses a light probe to illuminate a synthetically 
generated scenegenerated scene



Aside: Representing a Linear Eq in Matrix FormAside: Representing a Linear Eq in Matrix Form



Aside: Representing a Linear Eq in Matrix FormAside: Representing a Linear Eq in Matrix Form



Aside: Representing Linear Eqs in Matrix FormAside: Representing Linear Eqs in Matrix Form



Aside: Representing Linear Eqs in Matrix FormAside: Representing Linear Eqs in Matrix Form


